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Physical reasons for new stable quarksPhysical reasons for new stable quarks 
and/or leptons
Exotic forms of composite dark matterExotic forms of composite dark matter, 
their cosmological evolution and effects
ff f C i d kEffects of Composite dark matter 

particles in underground detectors
Cosmic-ray and accelerator search for 
charged components of composite dark 
matter 
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Cosmological Dark Matter explains:
• virial paradox in galaxy clusters,
• rotation curves of galaxiesrotation curves of galaxies
• dark halos of galaxies
• effects of macro-lensing
But first of all it provides formation 
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of galaxies from small density
fluctuations, corresponding to the 
observed fluctuations of CMB

To fulfil these duties Dark Matter should interact sufficiently 
weakly with baryonic matter and radiation and it should beweakly with baryonic matter and radiation and it should be 
sufficiently stable on cosmological timescale



By definition Dark Matter is non-luminous while charged particles are the sourceBy definition Dark Matter is non-luminous, while charged particles are the source 
of electromagnetic radiation. Therefore, neutral weakly interacting elementary 
particles are usually considered as Dark Matter candidates. If such neutral particles 
with mass m are stable they freeze out in early Universe and form structure of
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with mass m are stable, they freeze out in early Universe and form structure of 
inhomogeneities with the minimal characterstic scale
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However, if charged particels are heavy, stable and bound within 
neutral « atomic » states they can play the role of composite 
Dark matter.
Physical models, underlying such scenarios, their problems and 
nontrivial solutions as well as the possibilities for their test are 
the subject of the present talk.   



ComponentsComponents of composite dark matter:of composite dark matter:ComponentsComponents of composite dark matter:of composite dark matter:

•• TeraTera--fermions E and U of S.L.Glashow’sfermions E and U of S.L.Glashow’s•• TeraTera fermions E and U of S.L.Glashow sfermions E and U of S.L.Glashow s

•• Stable UStable U--quark of 4quark of 4--th th familyfamily

••ACAC--leptons leptons fromfrom modelsmodels, , basedbased on on almostalmost
commutativecommutative geometrygeometrycommutative commutative geometrygeometry

••TechniparticlesTechniparticles of of WalkingWalking Technicolor Technicolor ModelsModels

••Stable UStable U--quark quark fromfrom 5th 5th familyfamily







SU(3)xSU(2)xSU(2)xU(1)SU(3)xSU(2)xSU(2)xU(1)

TeraTera--fermionsfermions ((N,E,U,DN,E,U,D) ) W’,W’, Z’Z’, , H’, H’, γγ and and gg

++ problem of CPproblem of CP--violation in QCDviolation in QCD ++ problem of neutrino massproblem of neutrino mass
++ (?)(?) DMDM asas [([(UUU)EEUUU)EE] tera] tera heliumhelium (NO!)(NO!)
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To saturate the observed 
dark matter of the 
U i Gl h

( ) 0.224UUUEE CDMΩ ≡ Ω =
Universe Glashow 
assumed tera-U-quark 
and tera-electron excess 
generated in the earlygenerated in the early 
Universe.
The model assumes tera-
fe mion as mmet of

0.044bΩ =
fermion asymmetry of 
the Universe, which 
should be generated 
together with theb together with the 
observed baryon (and 
lepton) asymmetry 

However, this asymmetry can not suppress primordial antiparticles, as 

it is the case for antibaryons due to baryon asymmetry



I h di U i bi di ihil i iIn the expanding Universe no binding or annihilation is 
complete. Significant fraction of products of incomplete 
burning remains. In Sinister model they are: (UUU), 
(UUu), (Uud), [(UUU)E], [(UUu)E], [(Uud)E], as well as 
tera-positrons and tera-antibaryons
Glashow’s hope was that at T<25keV all free E bind withGlashow s hope was that at T<25keV all free E bind with 
protons and (Ep) « atom » plays the role of catalyzer, 
eliminating all these free species, in reactions like

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )EEEE

pEEUUUEpEUUU +→+
++

][][
( ) ( ) pEEEpE +→+ ++

But this hope can not be realized since much earlier all the free E are trapped by HeBut this hope can not be realized, since much earlier all the free E are trapped by He







HEHE--cage for negatively charged components cage for negatively charged components 
ffof composite dark matter of composite dark matter –– No go theorem No go theorem 

for for --1 charge components1 charge componentsg pg p

If it d k tt ti lIf it d k tt ti l tt bi di iti Pbi di iti P•• If composite dark matter particles are «If composite dark matter particles are « atomsatoms », binding positive P », binding positive P 
and negative E charges, all the free primordial negative charges E bind and negative E charges, all the free primordial negative charges E bind 
with Hewith He--4, as soon as helium is created in SBBN.4, as soon as helium is created in SBBN.

•• Particles E with electric charge Particles E with electric charge --1 form +1 ion [E He]1 form +1 ion [E He]..

•• This ion is a form of anomalous hydrogenThis ion is a form of anomalous hydrogen..y gy g

•• Its Coulomb barrier prevents effective binding of positively charged Its Coulomb barrier prevents effective binding of positively charged 
particles P with E. These positively charged particles, bound with particles P with E. These positively charged particles, bound with 
l b f l il b f l ielectrons, become atoms of anomalous istotopes  electrons, become atoms of anomalous istotopes  

•• Positively charged ion is not formed, if negatively charged particles E Positively charged ion is not formed, if negatively charged particles E 
ha e elect ic cha geha e elect ic cha ge 22have electric charge have electric charge --2.2.
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U 220 220 GeVGeV <m<~1<m<~1 TeVTeV, , U U -->> N + light fermions N + light fermions LongLong--living living 

wihout mixing with light generationswihout mixing with light generations

220220 GeVGeV <m<~1<m<~1 TeVTeV DD -->> UU llνν unstableunstable⎠⎝ 220 220 GeVGeV <m< 1<m< 1 TeVTeV, , D D >> UU llνν,… ,… unstableunstable

Precision measurements of SM parameters admit existence of 4th family, if 4th neutrino 
has mass around 50 GeV and masses of E U and D are near their experimental boundshas mass around 50 GeV and masses of E, U and D are near their experimental bounds.

If U-quark has lifetime, exceeding the age of the Universe, and in the early Universe 
excess of anti-U quarks is generated, primordial U-matter in the form of ANti-U-Tripple-
Ions of Unknown Matter (anutium)

( )UUU UUU−−Δ ≡

Ions of Unknown Matter (anutium).

can become a -2 charge constituent of composite dark matter



OO--heliumhelium darkdark mattermatter
OO--HeliumHelium formationformation

oT I<
2 2 2 1.6o He HeI Z Z m MeVαΔ= =

( ) ( )4UUU He UUU He γ⎡ ⎤+ ⇒ +⎣ ⎦

But it goes only after He is formed at T ~100 keV

( ) 131/ 2 10R ZZ −

But it goes only after He is formed at T ~100 keV

The size of O-helium is

( ) 131/ 2 10o He HeR ZZ m cmα= = ⋅

It catalyzes exponential suppression of all the remaining U-baryons withIt catalyzes exponential suppression of all the remaining U baryons with 
positive charge and causes new types of nuclear transformations



O-helium looks like an alpha particle with shielded electric charge. It can 
closely approach nuclei due to the absence of a Coulomb barrier. For this 
reason in the presence of O-helium the character of SBBN processes canreason, in the presence of O-helium, the character of SBBN processes can 
change drastically.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )4 2A Z UUU He A Z UUU⎡ ⎤+ → + + +⎣ ⎦( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), 4, 2A Z UUU He A Z UUU⎡ ⎤+ → + + +⎣ ⎦

This transformation can take place if

( ) ( )4 2M A Z I M A Z( ) ( ), 4, 2He oM A Z m I M A Z+ − > + +
This condition is not valid for stable nuclids, participating in SBBN processes, but 
unstable tritium gives rise to a chain of O helium catalyzed nuclear reactions towardsunstable tritium gives rise to a chain of O-helium catalyzed nuclear reactions towards 
heavy nuclides.





Aft K 39 th h i f t f ti t t t t t bl i t d iAfter K-39 the chain of transformations starts to create unstable isotopes and gives 
rise to an extensive tree of transitions along the table of nuclides



1odT T keV< = Energy and momentum 
transfer from baryons to O-
h li i t ff ti dhelium is not effective and 
O-helium gas decouples 
from plasma and radiation 

( ) 1b p on v m m tσ <

1RMT eV= O-helium dark matter starts 
to dominate
On scales, smaller than this 2

mT ⎛ ⎞ scale composite nature of 
O-helium results in 
suppression of density 
fl i ki O
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fluctuations, making O-
helium gas Warmer Than 
Cold (WTC) dark matter



( ) 710
UUU −<

Galactic cosmic rays 
destroy O-helium. This ( ) 7

4 10
He

< can lead to appearance of 
a free anutium 
component in cosmic p
rays.

Such flux can be accessible to PAMELA and AMS-02 experiments



Difference in rigidity provides discrimination of U-helium 
and nuclear component



In the reaction

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), 4, 2A Z UUU He A Z UUU⎡ ⎤+ → + + +⎣ ⎦

The final nucleus is formed in the excited [He M(A Z)] state which can rapidlyThe final nucleus is formed in the excited [He, M(A, Z)] state, which can rapidly 
experience αlpha decay, giving rise to (OHe) regeneration and to effective quasi-
elastic process of (OHe)-nucleus scattering. 

235 10−

If quasi-elastic channel dominates the in-falling flux sinks down the center of Earth 
and there should be no more than

235 10or
−< ⋅

of anomalous isotopes around us, being below the experimental upper limits for 
elements with Z ≥ 2elements with Z ≥ 2.



In underground detectors, (OHe) “atoms” are slowed 
down to thermal energies far below the threshold for 
direct dark matter detection. However, (OHe) 
destruction can result in observable effectsdestruction can result in observable effects.
O-helium gives rise to less than 0.1 of expected 
background events in XQC experiment, thus 
avoiding severe constraints on Strongly Interacting 
Massive Particles (SIMPs) obtained from the results

g g y g
Massive Particles (SIMPs), obtained from the results 
of this experiment.

It implies development of specific strategy for direct experimental 
search for O-helium.



Superfluid He-3 detectors 
are sensitive to energy 
release above 1 keV. If notrelease above 1 keV. If not 
slowed down in 
atmosphere O-helium from 
halo, falling down the 
Earth causes energyEarth, causes energy 
release of 6 keV.
Even a few g existing 
device in CRTBT-Grenoble 
can be sensitive and 
exclude heavy O-helium, 
leaving an allowed range 
of U-quark massesof U quark masses, 
accessible to search in 
cosmic rays and at LHC 
and Tevatron 



The proposed scenario is the minimal forThe proposed scenario is the minimal for 
composite dark matter. It assumes only the 
existence of a heavy stable U-quark and of an 

ti U t d i th l U i tanti-U excess generated in the early Universe to 
saturate the modern dark matter density. Most 
of its signatures are determined by the 

t i i l li ti f k h i It i htnontrivial application of known physics. It might 
be too simple and too pronounced to be real. 
With respect to nuclear transformations, O-
h li l k lik h “ hil h ’ ” hhelium looks like the “philosopher’s stone,” the 
alchemist’s dream. That might be the main 
reason why it cannot exist. y
However, its exciting properties put us in mind 
of Voltaire: “Se O-helium n’existai pas, il faudrai 
l’inventer”l inventer.



In underground detectors equilibrium concentration of O helium is reached atIn underground detectors equilibrium concentration of O-helium is reached at 
a timescale of a day. Therefore it should possess annual modulations due to 
Earth’s motion. 
Th i l tiThe inelastic process

changes the charge of the nucleus (A,Z)  from Z to (Z-2) with the g g ( , ) ( )
corresponding change of electronic 1S levels. It results in ionization energy

which is about 2 keV for I and 4 keV for Tl.
This inelastic process does not lead to phonon effect in CDMS and thus can be 
masked as background in direct searches for WIMPs



In the galactic bulge 
numbernumber

It can explain the observed positron annihilation rate. 

A series of gamma lines from excitations with nonzero orbital momentum is predicted



Mesons Baryons
GeV

Yields of U-hadrons in ATLAS
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The same for U-hadrons



−− →Λ /0~~ MU
++ Λ→Λ UU

Particle transformation during propagation through 
the detector material

Muon 
detector

−− ↔ /0/0 ~~ MM
→Λ MUΛ→Λ UU

++ Λ→ UM /0

ID&EC&HC

U-hadron does not change charge (+) after 1-3 nuclear 
interaction lengths (being in form of baryon)

U-hadron changes its charge (0 -) during propagation 
through the detectors (being in form of meson)

,...~~ /0 π+→+Λ −− MNU

U-baryon will be converted into U-meson

“+” - 60%

“0” - 40%

“-” - 60%

“0” - 40%
,...π→U

,...~~ /0/0 NMNM +↔+ −−

,...~ NNU ++Λ→ −

/0 NNMN ++→+Λ ++

U-mesons will experience inter-conversion

U-baryon will not be converted
suppressed

suppressed

This signature is substantially different from

,...NNMNU ++→+Λ

,.../0/0 NMNM +↔+ ++

,...π+Λ→ +
U

U-mesons will experience inter-conversion 
and convert to U-baryon

suppressed

This signature is substantially different from 
that of R-hadrons

S. Helman, D. Milstead, M. Ramstedt, ATL-COM-PHYS-2005-065

{ }−sU~{ } { }+↔ UsuUsd 0

Strange U-hadrons will get the form

and



In the context of composite dark matter search for newIn the context of composite dark matter search for new 
(meta)stable quarks and leptons acquires the meaning of 
crucial test for its basic constituents
Th l l f b i i d t th i i l l lThe level of abscissa axis corresponds to the minimal level 
of LHC sensitivity during 1year of operation



•• Composite Composite darkdark mattermatter and and itsits basic basic constituentsconstituents
are not are not excludedexcluded eithereither by by experimentalexperimental, or by , or by 
cosmologicalcosmological arguments and are the challenge for arguments and are the challenge for 
cosmiccosmic a anda and accele atoaccele ato sea chsea chcosmiccosmic ray and ray and acceleratoraccelerator searchsearch

•• Small fraction or Small fraction or eveneven dominant part of composite dominant part of composite 
d kd k bb hh ff ff h lh ldarkdark mattermatter cancan bebe in the in the formform of Oof O--heliumhelium, , 
catalyzingcatalyzing new new formform of of nuclearnuclear transformationtransformation

••It It cancan resolveresolve DAMA/CDMS DAMA/CDMS controversycontroversy ((whichwhich
takentaken seriouslyseriously EXCLUDES WIMPEXCLUDES WIMP--likelike solutions) and solutions) and 
the puzzle of positron annihilationthe puzzle of positron annihilation in bulgein bulgethe puzzle of positron annihilation the puzzle of positron annihilation in bulgein bulge

•• The program of test for composite The program of test for composite darkdark mattermatter in in 
i li l h ih i l il i ff ii ii iicosmoparticlecosmoparticle physicsphysics analysisanalysis of of itsits signatures signatures isis

availableavailable








